four years in duration and it addresses both theoretical and
practical aspects of teaching. In addition to the
undergraduate program, master’s and Ph.D. programsa
re offered by the Institute of Educational Sciences.

Marmara University
Atatürk Faculty of
Education
Department of Teaching Music
The Department offers a four-year-long undergraduate
program that aims to produce music educators for
primary&secondary education institutions. Prospective
students who are to be accepted to the program are
chosen via the Special Skills Exam which evaluates the
level. The program consists of individual and group
playing/singing activities. In the program, the piano and
singing are the two compulsory subjects and violin, viola,
contrbass, transverse flüte, clarinet, guitar and bağlama
are among the elective. Among the elective school
instruments are as follows; accordeon, percussion,
recorder, orff, guitar, bağlama, kanun, oud, ney and mey.
The program doesn’t only offer theoretical courses in the
field but also include studies and experiments in musical
creativity. Besides these courses, the program contributes
to music education with seminars, panels, conferences,
pratical applications, concerts of instructors and students in
addition to out-of-department concerts there are also
national and international activities that our department
takes part.

Facilities
The Students of this Department are able to use various
facilities in order to practice their applied skills. They
have Access to an Orff and rhythm workshop, a multipurpose hall, studyrooms, a computer laboratory which
contains a CD and musical notes archive and total of 38
pianos two of which are grand pianos. Furthermore, the
Department is involved in various cooperative activities
with foreign universities as part of the Erasmus
Programme.

Employment Prospects
The graduates of the department are able to work as
music teachers at state and private elementary and
secondary schools/tertiary institutions.

Marmara University Atatürk Faculty of Education
Campus of Göztepe 34722 Kadıköy, İSTANBUL TURKEY
Tel: 0 216 345 47 05 (2lines)
Fax:0216 338 80 60
E-mail: aef@marmara.edu.tr

Education
The Department’s undergraduate program consists of
Professional courses and courses related to general
cultural subjects and pedagogic formation. The program is

www.aef.marmara.edu.tr

